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Colloquī is a Deacon’s Corner 

weekly journal. Its mission and 

purpose: to encourage serious 

discussion, to promote reasoned 

debate, and to provide serious 

content for those who hope to 

find their own pathway to God.  

Each week Colloquī will contain 

articles on theology, philoso-

phy, faith, religion, Catholicism, 

and much more.  

Be forewarned! Articles may 

and often will contain fuel for 

controversy, but always with 

the express intent to seek the 

Truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing but the truth, so help us 

God. 

In Shadowed Footsteps 
All the way to Calvary 

J 
esus told his disciples, “If any man 

would come after me, let him deny him-

self and take up his cross and follow 

me. For whoever would save his life 

will lose it, and whoever loses his life for my 

sake will find it. For 

what will it profit a 

man, if he gains the 

whole world and forfeits 

his life? Or what shall a 

man give in return for 

his life?”1 This passage 

stands as a stark re-

minder of what is de-

manded of each of us 

if we are to be true 

disciples of Christ. 

The cross we car-

ry seldom leaves a lasting mark, and yet, 

we bear it with begrudging indifference, 

bemoaning the injustice, the unfairness 

of it all. We do not heed the weight of it 

as long as it is light and easy; no burden 

seems too heavy until raw chafing 

wounds appear. And yet, we dare not 

look to the crosses borne by others, lest 

we discover how small our own.  

We walk in the shadowed footsteps 

of Christ crucified. Yet, we must reflect: 

do we love enough to follow him all the 

way to Calvary? Are we willing to take 

up a cross so mean as his; willing to lose 

everything, including life itself, for the 

sake of him? Few are tested so severe; 

too easily do we wear our faith with 

such banal insouciance.  

A moment’s prayer on 

bended knee for those 

who, with their dying 

breath did crown him 

king. The Coptic 

Christians, martyrs 

this Palm Sunday last, 

have borne too long 

without complaint, a 

cross no one should 

have to bear. And yet, 

they walked in shad-

owed footsteps, all the way to Calvary.   

What will be asked of each of us? 

What cross awaits for us to bear? There 

is a cross for each to bear which must be 

carried through life’s struggles, pains 

and sorrows in shadowed footsteps, all 

the way to Calvary.  

    

1. Matthew 16:24-26. 
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No Act Condemned 
Who am I to judge? 

W 
hat death ensued 

this recent Palm 

Sunday in Egypt by 

most accounts was 

both horrifying and tragic. “The Islamic 

State claimed responsibility for two terror-

ist attacks on Coptic Orthodox churches in 

the Egyptian Nile Delta town of Tanta and 

the coastal city of Alexandria that killed at 

least 44 people during crowded 

Palm Sunday services, the latest 

in a string of attacks against the 

Christian minorities in the ma-

jority-Muslim country. 

… the history of the church 

has always been one of suffering 

as waves of governments and 

competing religions have taken 

advantage of its people who are 

usually living as minorities. 

That history has continued in 

recent years. 

Attackers struck a Coptic 

church in Cairo in December, 

killing 25 people. In 2015, the Islamic 

State released a video purporting to show 

the beheading of 21 Coptic Christians who 

had been kidnapped in Libya. And on New 

Year’s Day 2011, a bombing at a Coptic 

church in Alexandria, Egypt, killed 21 

people.”1   

Terrorism is not new. Indeed, it is 

almost as old as humanity itself. Pilate 

offered the Jews a choice between Je-

sus and Barabbas, a known terrorist, 

and they chose the terrorist. It is the 

global reach and escalating nightmar-

ish violence of today’s terrorism which 

differentiates then from now. Yet ter-

rorism is just one manifestation of and 

the inevitable endgame of the philoso-

phy of relativism best expressed by 

Frederick Nietzsche “You have your 

way, I have my way. As for the right way, 

it does not exist.” 

A dozen years ago, then Joseph 

Cardinal Ratzinger, on the eve of his 

election to the papacy, speaking to the 

conclave of cardinals warned of the 

spread of a worldview which fervently 

espoused a “dictatorship of relativism.”  

H 
e told the conclave: “Today, 

having a clear faith based on 

the Creed of the Church is 

often labeled as fundamentalism. Whereas 

relativism, that is, letting oneself be ‘tossed 

here and there, carried about by every 

wind of doctrine,’ seems the only attitude 

that can cope with modern times. We are 

building a dictatorship of relativism that 

does not recognize anything as definitive 

and whose ultimate goal consists solely of 

one’s own ego and desires.” 

I have written before on the sub-

ject of relativism, but too often when 

such topics as philosophy, ontology, 

theology, metaphysics or other ologies 

are even briefly mentioned, the eyes 

glaze over and the mind quickly wan-

ders to more pleasant, congenial 

thoughts. But, there are times when 

such esoteric matters are of so grave 

concern and of paramount importance, 

and, in this instance I firmly believe all 

should well attend.  

Relativism is not bad or evil per se. 

The height of a man relative to that of 

a giraffe is neither good nor 

bad, nor is it right or wrong; it 

is merely a generally true 

comparative observation. 

What Cardinal Ratzinger was 

describing wasn’t that form of 

relativism. He was speaking 

specifically of moral relativ-

ism.    

Moral relativism, as a general 

theory, states that truth and 

moral values are not absolute 

but are relative to the persons 

or groups who hold them. 

There are no objective truths, 

only personal opinion as to 

what is true. It is the belief 

that morality does not relate to any 

absolute principles of right and wrong, 

but that ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are depend-

ent on culture and circumstance.  

Such a philosophy is commonly 

expressed by people who, when faced 

with deciding whether something is 

right or wrong, will refuse to make a 

choice, saying something akin to “It all 

depends on what you believe,” or “If you 

think it’s right, it’s right for you.” What 

this boils down to is that for the moral 

relativist, morality is nothing more 

than personal opinion. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3  
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M 
oral relativism operates 

on the premise that no 

action, no matter how 

heinous, is always and everywhere 

wrong. Here again, you will hear the 

relativist demur, advancing the argu-

ment: “I personally don’t approve of abor-

tion, but for others, it might be the right 

thing to do.”  

Moral relativism comes in two 

flavors: subjective and cultural. Subjec-

tive relativism holds that each individ-

ual develops their own moral code and 

then looks for a group who share their 

own values and ideals.  

Cultural relativism holds that if 

the people of a given culture firmly 

believe what they are doing is right, 

then it is right for them (i.e. cannibal-

ism or human sacrifice.) The cultural 

relativist will often logically argue by 

means of a faulty syllogism: 

• Group A believes abortion kills a 

human being 

• Group B believes abortion re-

moves an unwanted mass of 

tissue 

• Therefore, abortion is neither 

objectively right nor objective-

ly wrong. It is merely a matter 

of opinion that varies from 

culture to culture. 

A syllogism is a type of logical 

argument in which one uses deductive 

reasoning to arrive at a conclusion 

based on two or more propositions 

that must be true. The fault in the rela-

tivist argument above is twofold: 

1) the propositions are predicated 

not on objective, provable truths 

but on belief which is subjective. If 

one were to reduce the proposi-

tions to “abortion kills a human 

being” and “abortion removes a 

mass of tissue” both arguably 

could be asserted to be true, but, 

2) The conclusion has no relation to 

the propositions, whether one or 

both of them are true. The relativ-

ist in a sense ignores the proposi-

tions and pulls the conclusion out 

of thin air. Neither proposition 

states the rightness or wrongness 

of abortion, rather both describe a 

point of view, a cultural bias or 

opinion as to what abortion ac-

complishes.  

Modern anthropology has mud-

died the waters significantly by posit-

ing that certain basic human goods 

like knowledge, friendship, play, reli-

gion, health or life are recognized and 

cherished within every culture but in 

different ways.  

W 
hat remains true is that 

relativism has played a 

major role in culture war 

disputes concerning such issues as 

abortion, euthanasia, same-sex mar-

riage, gender identification, or immi-

gration.  Multiculturalism, diversity, 

and tolerance also require a society 

based on a relativistic moral code.   

T 
his same moral reasoning now 

dominates the popular culture 

of the secularized west. Mo-

rality has become a matter of personal 

feeling “rather than judgments of objec-

tive truth.” 

Sociologist Alan Wolfe has con-

cluded that in this relativistic 

worldview, the Ten Commandments 

have been subordinated to an all-

encompassing 11th commandment: 

“Thou shalt not judge.” To judge the 

choice of another as wrong or bad is 

arrogance on your part—a moral judg-

ment in and of itself, but who’s judg-

ing.  

So, what precisely is wrong with 

relativism? First, in a fundamental and 

practical way, any and all actions are 

permissible, not subject to criticism or 

challenge, since nothing can be ad-

judged intrinsically and morally 

wrong. Thus, anything goes and noth-

ing can be denied. Terrorists who 

believe in killing those who do not 

believe as they do: who are we to 

judge? They are only doing what 

they believe is right.  

The inescapable conclusion which 

can be made here is that our con-

temporary culture is, and has been 

for quite some time, on a relentless 

crusade to thoroughly emasculate 

objective truth, the hallmark of hu-

manity. 

“Over the span of life, the Word can 

be tested time and time again and its 

truths will stand tall as our culture’s fasci-

nation with the subjective proves itself to 

be hollow and false.”2  
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6  
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The Deeps Of Death 
And the highs of love 

T 
he late Jesuit priest, Father 

John Kavanaugh, in an 

Easter Sunday homily once 

said, “Jesus entered the deeps 

of death, a plunge he need not have made 

had he not loved us in our sorry state.”1 

How profound the thought of lifeless 

death, so deep no light should pene-

trate; so silent, no thought 

can break the stillness of the 

void where eons, long past 

and now forgotten, do forev-

er coldly lie. 

This was not supposed to 

be, this endless death, so 

deeply buried, initiated by so 

great a sin, self-inflicted.  

From nothing, all that is, 

created but by will alone—all 

matter: the stars, moons and 

planets; the sky, earth, and 

water; all living things: plants, crea-

tures living in the sea and crawling 

upon the land, and the birds of the air. 

All was good for all had been created 

by the One who is all good; the one we 

rightly call our God. Yet, all that God 

had made was made not for him, for 

he had no need of it.  

Thus, God created man, “in his 

own image, in the image of God he created 

him; male and female he created them. And 

God blessed them, and God said to them, 

’Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth 

and subdue it; and have dominion over the 

fish of the sea and over the birds of the air 

and over every living thing that moves 

upon the earth.”1  And thus to man was 

entrusted all the good which God had 

made; nothing that was not good had 

been made, for all which God had 

made was good. 

Man was with God in the garden 

which God had created just for him; 

man knew neither sorrow nor pain; he 

lacked nothing but the good. Given all 

that was—a gift for him to nurture, 

name, and affirm—and made in the 

likeness of God with the ability to rea-

son, to think, and the freedom to 

choose, man was deprived of nothing.  

B 
ut man, given all, including 

the freedom to choose, reject-

ed the goodness of limits. All 

good things were within their grasp, 

including the tree of life: beneath its 

shade they would never know death 

for they were like unto God himself.  

Yet, they ate of the tree of limits, 

for “they wanted more that the power to 

name all the goods of the earth. They want-

ed to name evil, to dictate right and 

wrong. They wanted to control all, even if 

it meant losing everything they were. In 

exile, there was left to them either despair 

or faith in a journey back. But such a jour-

ney could be led only by one who knew the 

way, only by one who could be absolutely 

trusted, ... 

Moved by our affliction, the one who 

first pronounced us good consoles us in 

prophetic voice. ’With great tenderness I 

will take you back, … with enduring love I 

will pity you.’ The covenants of Eden, of 

Noah, Abraham, and Moses will never be 

forgotten. 

Something new is promised: a water, 

not of chaos, but of cleansing; a new food 

of unremitting nourishment; a mercy con-

founding, lavish in forgiveness; love be-

yond the grasp of mere human 

imagination.”3  

What vivid imagery do we 

compare: the tree, by which 

death first came to man has 

become the means by which 

death is denied its power. 

The sin of man washed clean 

by one who knew no sin. 

As the Apostle reminds us: 

“How can we who died to sin 

still live in it? Do you not know 

that all of us who have been baptized into 

Christ Jesus were baptized into his death? 

We were buried therefore with him by bap-

tism into death, so that as Christ was 

raised from the dead by the glory of the 

Father, we too might walk in newness of 

life. For if we have been united with him in 

a death like his, we shall certainly be unit-

ed with him in a resurrection like his. We 

know that our old self was crucified with 

him so that the sinful body might be de-

stroyed, and we might no longer be en-

slaved to sin. For he who has died is freed 

from sin. But if we have died with Christ, 

we believe that we shall also live with him. 

For we know that Christ being raised from 

the dead will never die again; death no 

longer has dominion over him. The death 

he died he died to sin, once for all, but the 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5  
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life he lives he lives to God. So you also 

must consider yourselves dead to sin and 

alive to God in Christ Jesus.”4 

T 
he long dark night of death is 

coming to an end; new life is 

rising toward the first twin-

kling of the dawn as light illuminates 

the shadows. Night winds sing a final 

hymn before the dawn rejoices: Allelu-

ia! Love has defeated death, he is re-

born, resurrected.   

On the eve of life anew, we exult, 

singing:  

Oh truly necessary sin of Adam, 

blotted out by the death of Christ! 

O blessed fault, 

which won so great a redeemer! 

What is this we exult, praising sin 

which is neither good nor blessed? Yet 

we must rejoice for such sin is what 

necessitated our redemption; without 

sin there would have been no reason 

for the coming of Christ, the Son of 

God. Of our sin, we are forgiven, in his 

merciful arms we are comforted, and 

by his love we are lifted, raised high 

above the deeps of death to live forev-

er with our God.  

We cannot resist singing: 

O truly blessed night, 

in which earth is wedded to heaven, 

and humans to God! 

Thus, the dawn of our redemption 

begins to raise the soul from the deeps 

of death, the darkness slowly dying by 

the promise of encroaching light, dis-

pelling all vestiges of death’s dark 

shadows. By his death, Christ became 

the night; by his resurrection Christ 

becomes the light.  

Christ has risen. Christ will come 

again. This we know and believe. Yet, 

Christ remains among us, in us, and 

with us; Christ will never leave.  

Jesus gave us the Eucharist, the 

new bread from heaven so that we can 

be constantly nourished and sustained 

by his body and blood. Jesus gave us 

the gift of himself to be our daily 

bread, a ritual sacrifice which gives us 

lasting sustenance from God. 

T 
hrough the Eucharist we are 

both nourished and nurtured, 

united in communion with 

God and neighbor. The Eucharist pro-

vides us with a life-sustaining ritual, a 

unifying ritual where we hear the 

Word of God and receive the fullness 

of Christ, our daily bread into our lives 

and our communities. 

“Monks have secrets worth knowing. 

One of these is that a community sustains 

itself not primarily through novelty, titil-

lation, and high emotion but through 

rhythm and routine, namely, through sim-

ple, predictable, ritual processes. For ex-

ample, a wise family will say to itself: ’We 

will all be home at regular times, we will 

all eat together twice a day, and we will all 

be together in the living room at least once 

a day—even if it isn’t exciting, even if real 

feelings aren’t shared, even if some are 

bored, and even if some are protesting that 

this isn’t worthwhile. We will do this be-

cause, if we don’t, we will soon fall apart 

as a family. To stay together we need regu-

lar, straight-forward, predictable, daily 

rituals. We need the manna of daily pres-

ence to each other. Otherwise we’ll die.”5   

T 
he resurrection of our Lord is 

above all else a time of great 

joy for, along with Christ, we 

have been raised up to new life, resur-

rected from the deeps of death and 

raised to new highs of love. 

Pope Saint John Paul II, on his ap-

ostolic journey to the Far East and 

Oceania, gave an address in Adelaide, 

Australia in which he is often quoted 

as saying: 

“We do not pretend that life is all 

beauty. We are aware of darkness and sin, 

of poverty and pain. But we know Jesus 

has conquered sin and passed through his 

own pain to the glory of the resurrection. 

And we live in the light of his Paschal 

Mystery—the mystery of his Death and 

Resurrection. We are an Easter People and 

Alleluia is our song! We are not looking 

for a shallow joy but rather a joy that 

comes from faith, that grows through un-

selfish love, that respects the fundamental 

duty of love of neighbor, without which it 

would be unbecoming to speak of Joy. We 

realize that joy is demanding; it demands 

unselfishness; it demands a readiness to 

say with Mary: ‘Be it done unto me ac-

cording to thy word.’”6 

We are indeed an Easter People 

and Alleluia is our song. Sing Alleluia.  

Homily  for the 
The Resurrection of the Lord (A) 

Acts 10:34, 37-43 
Colossians 3:1-4  

John 20:1-9 

 
    

1. John Kavanaugh, SJ, Easter Sunday Homily: Rising, 
St. Louis University Center for Sunday Liturgy. 

2. Genesis 1:27-28. 
3. John Kavanaugh, SJ, Easter Sunday Homily: Rising. 
4. Romans 6:2-5. 
5. Ron Rolheiser, In Exile: Eucharist As New Manna, 

St. Louis University Center for Sunday Liturgy. 
6. Pope Saint John Paul II, Angelus, Nov. 30, 1986. 
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R 
avi Zacharias elsewhere 

writes, “Any message that 

threatens our autonomy is 

automatically rejected no 

matter what it is.  

For that very reason, centuries after 

Jesus, we have become the impoverished 

inheritors of a culture that understands 

neither law nor grace, where absolutes are 

debunked as the gasp of an antiquated 

thought pattern, and forgiveness is brand-

ed a beggar’s refuge. It is not at all sur-

prising that in Toynbee’s study of history 

we are the first of 21 civilizations to 

attempt ‘civility’ without a moral point of 

reference. To compound this further, 

we have come to these conclusions 

through a process that only causes us 

to sink deeper into the abyss of nihil-

ism, where life has lost all meaning.”3 

The problem for those who 

follow the moral relativist—who 

are almost always secular human-

ists who either reject God outright 

or find small use for God—creed is 

that they have no good answer to 

this two-part question: Is there an-

ything wrong with anything (and 

why?) 

The renowned Catholic philos-

opher Michael Novak writing for 

National Review provides further in-

sights on Cardinal Ratzinger’s sermon 

on relativism:  

“In today’s liberal democracies, 

Ratzinger has observed, the move to athe-

ism is not, as it was in the 19th century, a 

move toward the objective world of the 

scientific rationalist. That was the 

‘modern’ way, and it is now being rejected, 

in favor of a new ‘post-modern’ way. The 

new way is not toward objectivity, but 

toward subjectivism; not toward truth as 

its criterion, but toward power. This, 

Ratzinger fears, is a move back toward the 

justification of murder in the name of 

‘tolerance’ and subjective choice.  

Along with that move, he has observed 

(haven’t we all?), comes a dictatorial im-

pulse, to treat anyone who has a different 

view as ‘intolerant.’ For instance, those 

(on the ‘religious right’) who hold that 

there are truths worth dying for, and ob-

jective goods to be pursued and objective 

evils to be avoided, are now held to be 

‘intolerant’ fundamentalists, guilty of 

‘discrimination.’ 

In other words, the new dictatorial 

impulse declares that the only view per-

missible among reasonable people is the 

view that all subjective choices are equally 

valid. It declares, further, that anyone who 

claims that there are objective truths and 

objective goods and evils is ‘intolerant.’ 

Such persons are expelled from the com-

munity, or at minimum re-educated. That 

is to say, all Catholics and others like them 

must be converted to relativism or else 

sent into cultural re-training camps. 

On the basis of relativism, however, 

no culture can long defend itself or justify 

its own values. If everything is relative, 

even tolerance is only a subjective choice, 

not an objective mandatory value. Ironi-

cally, though, what post-moderns call 

‘tolerance’ is actually radically intolerant 

of any view contrary to its own. 

No great, inspiring culture of the fu-

ture can be built upon the moral principle 

of relativism. For at its bottom such a cul-

ture holds that nothing is better than any-

thing else, and that all things are in them-

selves meaningless. Except for the frag-

ments of faith (in progress, in compassion, 

in conscience, in hope) to which it still 

clings, illegitimately, such a culture 

teaches every one of its children that 

life is a tale told by an idiot, signifying 

nothing.”4 

T 
he lure of moral relativism, 

especially among the elite 

class—those firmly en-

sconced within the ivied halls of 

academia in particular—is neither 

recent nor new. Charles Dickens 

made note of this philosophical 

predilection mid-nineteenth centu-

ry when he wrote: 

“The American elite is almost beyond 

redemption…. Moral relativism has set in 

so deeply that the gilded classes have be-

come incapable of discerning right from 

wrong. Everything can be explained away, 

especially by journalists. Life is one great 

moral mush-sophistry washed down with 

Chardonnay. The ordinary citizens, thank 

goodness, still adhere to absolutes…. It is 

they who have saved the republic from 

creeping degradation while their ’betters’   

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7  
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were derelict.”5  

A 
merica is by no means alone 

in its descent into the mo-

rass of moral relativism. Der 

Spiegel, a German weekly news maga-

zine, in an interview with Geert Wil-

ders, a leading member of the Dutch 

Parliament and outspoken critic of the 

growing Islamic cultural encroach-

ment throughout Europe, asked Wil-

ders what he had against Islam. His 

response: 

“Europe’s greatest problem—not 

just today, but already for decades 

now—is cultural relativism. This has 

led to a situation today where Europe-

ans no longer know what they should 

be proud of and who they really are—

because a so-called liberal and leftist-

imposed concept says that all cultures 

are the same…. It has to do with what 

is described by the wonderful German 

word Leitkultur, which means 

‘dominant’ or ‘guiding’ culture. I think 

that we should be proud that our cul-

ture is better than Islamic culture, for 

instance. Anyone who says this is not a 

racist, Nazi or xenophobe. Those are 

labels that have been put on many peo-

ple in the Netherlands, Germany and Eng-

land—just because we believe that Isalm is 

a totalitarian and violent ideology. More of 

an ideology than a religion, comparable to 

communism and fascism. Islam threatens 

our freedom.”6 

Perhaps no more salient voice can 

be heard on the radical and existential 

threat for which moral relativism rep-

resents than the Catholic philosopher, 

Peter Kreeft. Admitting that for fallen 

humanity, moral practice has always 

been difficult, he submits that “at least 

there was always the lighthouse of moral 

principles, no matter how stormy the sea of 

moral practice got. But today, with the 

majority of our mind-molders, in formal 

education, or informal education—that is, 

media—the light is gone. Morality is a fog 

of feelings. That is why to them, as Ches-

terton said, ‘Morality is always dreadfully 

complicated to a man who has lost all his 

principles.’ Principles mean moral abso-

lutes. Unchanging rocks beneath the 

changing waves of feelings and practices. 

Moral relativism is a philosophy that de-

nies moral absolutes.”7 

K 
reeft continues, “The philoso-

phy that has extinguished the 

light in the minds of our teach-

ers, and then their students, and eventual-

ly, if not reversed, will extinguish our 

whole civilization. 

How important is this issue? After 

all, it’s just philosophy, and philosophy is 

just ideas. But ideas have consequences. 

Sometimes these consequences are as mo-

mentous as a holocaust, or a Hiroshima. 

Sometimes even more momentous. Philos-

ophy is just thought, but sow a thought, 

reap an act; sow an act, reap a habit; sow a 

habit, reap a character; sow a character 

reap a destiny. This is just as true for soci-

eties as it is for individuals. 

How important is the issue? The issue 

of moral relativism is merely the single 

most important issue of our age, for no 

society in all of human history has ever 

survived without rejecting [such a] philos-

ophy… There has never been a society of 

relativists. Therefore, our society will do 

one of three things: either disprove one of 

the most universally established laws of 

all history; or repent of its relativism 

and survive; or persist in its relativism 

and perish. 

How important is the issue? C.S. 

Lewis says, in The Poison of Subjectiv-

ism, that relativism ‘will certainly end 

our species and damn our souls.’ Please 

remember that Oxonians are not given 

to exaggeration. Why does he say 

‘damn our souls?’ Because Lewis is a 

Christian, and he does not disagree 

with the fundamental teaching of his 

master, Christ, and all the prophets in 

the Jewish tradition, that salvation 

presupposes repentance, and repent-

ance presupposes an objectively real 

moral law. Moral relativism eliminates 

that law, thus trivializes repentance, thus 

imperils salvation.”  

This issue, moral relativism, 

should in no way be considered to en-

gender a  liberal-conservative, left-

right divide, for it transcends politics; 

it is far too important to be buried and 

trampled by the power elite. As Nobel 

Peace Prize-winner and Iranian jurist 

and activist, Shirin Ebadi, in an inter-

view with Helen Thomas in 2004 for 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 
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The Progressive clearly stated: “The 

idea of cultural relativism is nothing but 

an excuse to violate human rights. Human 

rights is the fruit of various civilizations. I 

know of no civilization that tolerates or 

justifies violence, terrorism, or injustice. 

There is no civilization that justifies the 

killing of innocent people. Those who are 

invoking cultural relativism are really 

using that as an excuse for violating hu-

man rights and to put a cultural mask on 

the face of what they're doing. They argue 

that cultural relativism prevents us from 

implementing human rights. This is noth-

ing but an excuse. Human rights is a uni-

versal standard. It is a component of every 

religion and every civilization.” 

In the first chapter of Saint Paul’s 

letter to the Romans, we find the argu-

ment for the existence of the natural 

law.  

“18For the wrath of God is 

revealed from heaven against all 

ungodliness and wickedness of 

men who by their wickedness sup-

press the truth. 19For what can be 

known about God is plain to them, 

because God has shown it to them. 

20Ever since the creation of the 

world his invisible nature, name-

ly, his eternal power and deity, 

has been clearly perceived in the 

things that have been made. So 

they are without excuse; 21for alt-

hough they knew God they did not honor 

him as God or give thanks to him, but they 

became futile in their thinking and their 

senseless minds were darkened. 22Claiming 

to be wise, they became fools, 23and ex-

changed the glory of the immortal God for 

images resembling mortal man or birds or 

animals or reptiles. 

24Therefore, God gave them up in the 

lusts of their hearts to impurity, to the 

dishonoring of their bodies among them-

selves, 25because they exchanged the truth 

about God for a lie and worshiped and 

served the creature rather than the Crea-

tor, who is blessed for ever! Amen.” 

The issue of moral relativism is not 

just a Catholic problem. It is an issue 

transcending denominational bounda-

ries. LDS Elder D. Todd Christofferson 

spoke of the need for Christians to de-

fend their faith against moral relativ-

ism: “We need strong Christians who can 

persevere against hardship, who can sus-

tain hope through tragedy, who can lift 

others by their example and their compas-

sion, and who can consistently overcome 

temptations. We need strong Christians 

who can make important things happen by 

their faith and who can defend the truth of 

Jesus Christ against moral relativism and 

militant atheism.”9  

N 
evertheless, for Catholics, 

the Church has been over 

the centuries a consistent 

voice, in developing its doctrine on 

relativism, insisting that Catholics 

should form their consciences in light 

of objective moral truth — truth that 

they have a duty to seek and accept.  

T 
he Catechism of the Catholic 

Church clearly summarizes 

the illicit nature of moral rela-

tivism by noting:  

“1756  It is therefore an error to judge 

the morality of human acts by considering 

only the intention that inspires them or the 

circumstances (environment, social pres-

sure, duress or emergency, etc.) which 

supply their context. There are acts which, 

in and of themselves, independently of 

circumstances and intentions, are always 

gravely illicit by reason of their object; 

such as blasphemy and perjury, murder 

and adultery. One may not do evil so that 

good may result from it.” 

“1798 A well-formed conscience is 

upright and truthful. It formulates its 

judgments according to reason, in con-

formity with the true good willed by the 

wisdom of the Creator. Everyone must 

avail himself of the means to form his con-

science.” 

 Relativism represents a threat 

to fundamental freedoms and 

the intrinsic value and dignity 

of human life; it further repre-

sents a serious problem with 

regard to the law.  

In his Encyclical, Evangelium 

Vitae, On the Value and Inviola-

bility of Human Life, Pope Saint 

John Paul II directly and explic-

itly faulted relativism underly-

ing laws that violate human life. 

“At the basis of all these tendencies 

lies the ethical relativism which character-

ize much of present-day culture. There are 

those who consider such relativism an es-

sential condition of democracy, inasmuch 

as it alone is held to guarantee tolerance,   
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9  
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mutual respect between people and ac-

ceptance of the decisions of the majority, 

whereas moral norms considered to be ob-

jective and binding are held to lead to au-

thoritarianism and intolerance. 

But it is precisely the issue of respect 

for life which shows what misunderstand-

ings and contradictions, accompanied by 

terrible practical consequences, are con-

cealed in this position. 

It is true that history has known cases 

where crimes have been committed in the 

name of ‘truth’. But 

equally grave crimes and 

radical denials of freedom 

have also been committed 

and are still being com-

mitted in the name of 

‘ethical relativism’. When 

a parliamentary or social 

majority decrees that it is 

legal, at least under cer-

tain conditions, to kill 

unborn human life, is it 

not really making a ‘tyrannical’ decision 

with regard to the weakest and most de-

fenseless of human beings? Everyone’s 

conscience rightly rejects those crimes 

against humanity of which our century 

has had such sad experience. But would 

these crimes cease to be crimes if , instead 

of being committed by unscrupulous ty-

rants, they were legitimated by popular 

conscensus?”10  

In his earlier Encyclical, Veritas 

Splendor, John Paul explicitly cau-

tioned against “the risk of an alliance 

between democracy and ethical relativism, 

which would remove any sure moral refer-

ence point from political and social life, 

and on a deeper level make the acknowl-

edgement of truth impossible. Indeed, if 

there is no ultimate truth to guide and 

direct political activity, then ideas and 

convictions can easily be manipulated for 

reasons of power. As history demonstrates, 

a democracy without values easily turns 

into open or thinly disguised totalitarian-

ism.”11 

An underlying principle, seldom if 

ever publicly conceded by those who 

espouse to a relativist philosophy is 

that human life—whether young, old, 

or somewhere within the boundaries 

that define living—is ultimately mean-

ingless and succinctly terminal. With-

out meaning or some-

thing beyond this ma-

terial existence, life 

holds no intrinsic val-

ue. Thus, having no 

true meaning or value 

beyond the sum of the 

component parts that 

make up the physical 

body, your value as a 

human being becomes 

both subjective and 

relative, completely subject to the 

opinion and personal valuation of an-

other.     
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